Northern Blazing Star
(Liatris scariosa)

1-4’ x 1-2’ clumps of upright sturdy unbranched stalks,
growing from woody underground corms.
CT native, and the only Liatris native to New England.
Found in sand barrens, sandy prairies, fields and thickets,
open rocky woodlands, limestone glades, dry banks.
Now a rare plant in CT, and a species of special concern.
Multiple stems emerge from the soil in early spring,
with fine-textured closely-set narrow strap-like leaves,
whorled like pine needles along the stems. Basal leaves
are up to 10” x 1.5”, then leaves become gradually shorter
ascend the stem, where they are about 3” long and linear.
Bold 1” rosy-purple fluffy button-shaped clusters of
small flowers, opening from the top down along the
leafy flower spike, over a period of several weeks, August
to frost. The maroon-tinted flower spikes hold 10-40
buttons on short stalks. When the central spike is finished
blooming, side braches may develop, sending up
additional flowering spikes.
Soft tufts of fluffy golden brown achenes of seeds appear
in October, lasting into the winter months.
Sun preferred.
Average, dry to medium soil. Prefers dry, sandy or
rocky soils, moderate fertility. Tolerant of drought,
eroded areas, heat, and humidity. Avoid wet feet in
winter. Avoid rich moist soils or overfertilization, which
will cause lanky weaker growth.
May self-seed in open areas.
Low maintenance, tough disposition. Long-lived, never
needs dividing. Tubers can, though, be separated to
yield more plants, spring or fall.
Staple of the summer garder, for vertical accents and
late bloom. Use in borders and meadows, cottage gardens,
pollinator gardens, naturalized areas, roadsides.
Good cut flowers. Use as accent, in groups or in masses.
Special value to Bumble Bees and Nataive bees.
Excellent nectar plants for skippers, moths, and especially
butterflies, including Monarchs, Swallowtails, Sulphurs,
Hairstreaks, Fritillaries, Painted Lady, Red Admirals,
Wood Nymphs. Larval host for Bleeding Flower Moth,
Gorious Flower Moth.
Nectar source for hummingbirds
Important seed source for birds.
Somewhat susceptible to having underground tubers
eaten by small rodents. If you have a problem with this
in your garden, consider encasing the root area with wire
mesh, as is often done with spring bulbs.
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